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Print was never dead
•

Print is the revenue driver
•
•

•

Print is the ad channel*
•
•

•

More than 90% of all newspaper revenue come from
the print edition
Digital versions are to a large extent free and cross
subsidised by print revenue

Paper ad retention 5 times higher than TV and 10
times higher than online
50% of high value goods (cars, domestic appliances)
bought with reference to a paper ad

Norwegian paper ad campaign
•

“How strange that you see this ad, as no-one reads
newspapers anymore”

*Australian survey
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Print is back
Never say never

•

J.C. Penney is coming back
•

•

Department-store operator J.C. Penney is bringing
back a print catalog five years after going web only

Newsweek is back
•

Newsweek re-launched in print edition in 2014 after
going web only in late 2012

J.C.Penney back from the web
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Catalogs are back
•

The catalog market has troughed
•
•

The number of catalogs mailed in the United States increased in 2013, to 11.9 billion
Since peak in 2007 the circulation had been declining
Number of catalogs mailed in the US

The New York Times; Direct Marketing Association, United States Postal Service
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4Q14 – Actions and developments
•

The ramp up of the new magazine paper machine at Boyer was completed
•

•

On 22 January Norske Skog launched the issuance of a EUR 250 million bond
•

•

The machine has been operating according to business plan since late November last year

The bond was oversubscribed and closed at EUR 290 million on 2 February

The proceeds from the bond was used to extend maturities and realize immediate deleveraging
•
•

Beyond legacy notes, bond maturities for the group are now in 2019, 2021 and 2023
Immediate deleveraging of around NOK 500 mill. was realized in the exercise

•

Global demand for Newsprint and Magazine paper declined by 7% and 3% last year respectively*

•

Publication paper prices were relatively stable into 2015 beyond certain foreign exchange effects

*PPPC
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4Q14 – Operational GOE flat
•

GOE NOK 190 mill.
•
•

Weak magazine paper market in Europe, Boyer ramp-up
completed in Australasia
Negative one-off in other activities

•
•

ROCE 5%
GOE margin 5.9%
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GOE waterfall 3Q14 to 4Q14
•

Negative volume and sales mix effect
•
•

More export with a weak magazine paper market
in Europe and record low USD prices in Asia
FX effects on local paper prices

•
•

Operational costs flat
Weaker NOK
•

Offsetting FX effects on local prices

GOE
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Key sensitivities; FX and energy
•

GOE benefits NOK 30 mill. on an annual basis from a 1% NOK depreciation all other equal
•

•

EUR/USD/GBP of equal importance as EUR cost base mitigates the EUR sensitivity. AUD/USD relation of
importance in Australasia with AUD cost base and USD export prices

Energy and chemicals large cost constituents for the group => lower oil price cost benefit
•

1/3 of energy spot exposed; chemicals to a large degree oil derivatives

Revenue by currency (%) and sensitivity to FX mill.

Cost constituents (%)

NOK 10 mill.

NOK 10 mill.

NOK 10 mill.
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Publication paper Europe
Mills and capacity tonnes

•

GOE declined from 3Q14

• With a weak magazine paper market in Europe
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Publication paper Australasia
Mills and capacity tonnes

•

GOE increased from 3Q14

• With completion of the ramp-up at Boyer and
seasonality
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Demand decline levelling out in Australasia
• Newsprint demand development in Australasia similar to Europe
• Following re-sizing of market in 2013 with strategic shifts by Fairfax and News Corp
Demand YTD December

PPPC , *Includes a 14% decline for newsprint in China
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Already announced capacity closures to support prices
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Publication paper prices are relatively flat
•

Paper prices largely stable into 2015 beyond certain FX effects

•

• Asian price level below cash cost for producers with cost base in major currencies
Announced closures to support European and international prices during 2015

RISI
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Strong cash flow from operations
•

Large WC release with seasonal factors and drawings on the new AR facility at Bruck in Austria

• Austrian facility different to facilities in Norway/France – receivables moved off balance sheet

•

Cash taxes amounted to NOK 17 mill. in 4Q14 and NOK 42 mill. for the whole of 2014
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Solid cash position and debt maturities extended
•
•
•

Some legacy notes of size remaining in 2016 and 2017
New Senior Secured Note (SSN) matures in December 2019
New exchange notes mature in 2021 and 2023
0.9

Cash balance and 10 year bond maturity profile

*Pro forma transaction and 4Q14
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Outlook
•

Publication paper prices in Europe relatively stable into 2015
•

•

Market balance for newsprint and magazine paper expected to improve into 2H15
•

•

With already announced capacity closures completed and inventories out of the market

Paper prices in Australasia to a large degree stable
•

•

Beyond certain foreign exchange effects, particular in the UK market

Reflecting LT-contracts and a large logistical disadvantage for non-domestic producers

New magazine paper machine at Boyer should give a large positive contribution to GOE in 2015
•

Last year the machine was a significant negative contributor due to a prolonged ramp-up

•

Current foreign exchange level and lower oil price supportive to group margins

•

Variable costs are expected to remain relatively stable. Fixed costs initiatives continue
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